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This is a scientific based success methodology distilled down into its one easy and effective

method. This simple method utilized your own self-talk to create a more powerful and effective

internal dialogue. The Magic Question might sound too good to be true, but it's based on sound

brain science and advanced linguistics. Best of all... it's easy to read and filled with fun stories. It

has nothing to do with more effort, visualization, or even goal-setting, but can serve to powerfully

enhance any of those things. It's about shifting your mind in the direction of happiness, success,

and optimism... using the power of one question a day.This system will quite the negative voices

which cause you to feel stuck and fearful while profoundly increasing the speed at which you

manifest goals and desires.Bart Baggett, internationally known speaker and thought-leader in the

fields of NLP and Forensic Handwriting Analysis, explains one of his favorite personal success

habits he developed over the past 20 years as a teacher and a person who wanted more. If you are

a fan of Neuro-Linguistic Programing or other self-help tools, this one techniques will enhance and

increase the speed at which you see results. It is startlingly effective and so simple to learn that you

could teach your children. Best of all... it's even fun to practice!Start today finding your magic

question and see the results yourself!--TABLE OF CONTENTS--Audiobook Download (Free Gift for

Buyers) 2 Hours. Read by the Author.IntroductionChapter 1: Asking QuestionsChapter 2: Test Your

BrainChapter 3: The DiscoveryChapter 4: Neuro-Science and NeuroplasticityChapter 5: Thoughts

and MemoriesChapter 6: R.A.S. (Reticular Activating System)Chapter 7: The Jimmy

MetaphorChapter 8: The Happiness RadarChapter 9: How I Use the Magic QuestionChapter 10:

Wealth and Goal SettingChapter 11: The Linguistic StructureChapter 12: Glossary of magic

QuestionsConclusion
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It took me 2 hours to read it, then I couldnt stop writing for 2 more hours about how to implement it

in my business, and then I couldnt stop talking about it to my wife for another 2 hours, asking her

several magic questions.Five days later, I've been using it with strangers like a supermarket cashier

and got an unexpected discount. Then, with a collegue in a business meeting, where I stopped the

conversation to go with a magic question instead and caught everybody by surprise. Now I've been

asked to lead the next meetings. And also, I applied with myself creating a "journal of magic

questions", to go deeper to achieve my goals.Of course I am bias in this review.I know, like and

trust Bart Baggett's work for the last 7 years.I have bought several books and courses from him.His

teaching style is so simple, practical and fast to adopt.Again, this book gives me 100x or more of its

value.Just depends how I continue applying it in my life and business.This has been an upgrade to

my brain in just two hour read.Highly recommended.

I had been struggling for about two years with a business venture of mine that I knew would be

profitable, but I was stuck trying to figure out how to move forward with it. I read this book in one

afternoon, wrote down 2 questions that I kept at my computer, so I could look at them all day, and

within TWO DAYS I had the answer that I needed to move forward with my project. It was amazing!

Love this process. Really easy and effective!

This is an excellent fast-track to using targeted questions in a unique results-oriented way. Bart

helps you maximize whole brain responses to challenging questions, to send you in optimal

directions with minimum distraction. Bart has distilled a great deal of personal development material

(including NLP content) on asking better questions, added his experience as to what does and

doesn't work to get great results, and the end result will help you to speed up and optimize your



efforts to get results in minimum time. Grab it!

This is in my TOP TEN list of books. Asking the "Magic Question" replaces goal setting and this is

fun. Goal setting is a process that is work and requires discipline. The author, Bart Baggett, breaks

out the process, explains it in detail, shows you how to structure your own Magic Questions and

then provides several Magic Questions to use. I was skeptical at first, but knew someone who uses

this technique very successfully and who used to teach goal setting. My friend who taught goal

setting, no longer uses goal setting and asks Magic Questions instead. His business and personal

life exploded since 2010 when he started.I'm fairly new to the technique, however I'm seeing

amazing results. Bart has way under promised "How to get what you want in half the time", and way

over delivered with this book (It is probably different for everyone, so for some it may be half the

time). I'm getting what I want in a fraction of the time and having great fun in the process. It is

astounding when you experience it working. If people only knew how valuable and powerful this

information is, the book would be on everyone's top ten list and Bart Baggett would be a household

name.

How do I begin?.... What an absolute mind-opening/expanding idea!? I am so excited to apply this

concept to my every day life. I'm so ready to start asking the right questions and I know that I will be

able to find answers to all of them! Before reading this book, I had been wondering what my

problem has been lately! Silly me, wrong question! ;) Once I started this book I could not stop until I

was finished! I'm so grateful for having the experience of reading this book that I am going to share

this with everyone I know! I love it when things just make sense! I Thanks! :)

The Magic Question is a very inspiring and informative book! I had heard of a similar technique in

another book in the past, but the information just didn't stick with me. Bart Baggett's book was

enormously helpful, in that it explains not only exactly how to use this easy technique for the best

effects, but why it works, and why it is superior to positive affirmations for achieving your goals in

life.Although it's described as a "short book," it took me several days of free time to read through

everything, and I'm a pretty quick reader. This book is really about making a simple change to your

thinking and daily habits, which can have huge payoffs in your happiness and success in whatever it

is you want to do. It's a simple idea based on common sense, but the author covers all of the

nuances to help you get the most out of it.



We say it like this: to be at the right place at the right time - you can be a winner! After reading and

thinking over Bart' thoughts and techniques in that insireing book I re-write that like this: to read the

lines and in the meanwhile using the "Happiness Radar" ;-) - gave me a new perspective in going

forward with one of my/our situations (and you see: I do n o t use the word:problem :-)Let's go and

search the solution C! Let's form the questions what would help us to reach the aim easier. And

what is that aim? It might be so so so simple: to meat again and hug each-other again but at this

time in my country. Yes there are Solutions A & B with the results: like no way at this time...BUT

again...reading the book helped me/us already to talk about it and find out the C-reply what is: yes!

:-) Just we have to continue changing the way of the questions. We will form our questions to be all

magic questions.Bart - thanks for sharing that with us, thanks for the new light. Anyone who will

read your book will and can understand and feel : yes the "C" is there...just go for it!
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